
The first weekend of 2019 had a frustratingly familiar look to it with both University of Essex and LBV 

conceding their games and throwing the fixtures and umpiring into chaos for the umpteenth time 

this season. However, thanks to the support of High Easter, who stepped back into the umpiring slot 

at the last minute to officiate Terling v Rayne Reserves and also Woodham Mortimer’s Dan Smith 

and Toby Pateman who volunteered to umpire the Braintree v Witham Reserves tie whilst Duncan 

Walton from Rayne scored, we got through the day. Thanks also to Martin Cutmore and Mark 

Beames for organising their guys for us. 

Little Bardfield Village have now officially withdrawn from the league which is disappointing as the 

league has lost one of its strongest sides. This now reduces Div 1 to 4 sides which clearly we can’t 

sustain into next season so we will have to go through another restructure at the end of the year. If 

the cloud has a silver lining it is that the gaps in the fixture list helps us cover the fixtures we lost 

over Christmas when the Centre changed their opening hours. 

The fully revised fixtures and umpiring schedule will be on this site by the end of the week and 

emailed out to all the club reps. 

So…. to the weekends cup games 

BDICL Senior Cup 

Gosfield beat LBV by concession 

 

Braintree 171-2 beat Witham Reserves 112-3 by 59 Runs 

Braintree set up a second-round tie against their reserve side for the second consecutive season 

with a comfortable win over Witham Reserves. Batting first Braintree got off to a flying start with the 

top four all reaching retirement. Although Tom Jackson and Lewis Hart combined to remove both 

Steve Hale (3) and Louis Cant (29), Dan Garner (30*) and Dave Hale (44*) returned from the hutch to 

push their side to a formidable 171-2. Witham Reserves found it difficult to get off to the flying start 

they needed although Matt and Lewis Hart both scored 25 not out to push their total up to 112. 

Steve Hale the pick of the bowlers with 2-23. 

 

Milestone: Warren Celiz, Braintree – 2500 runs 

 

Woodham Mortimer 94-0 beat Rayne 93-5 by 6 wickets 

 

Another Div 1 v Div 2 clash and unfortunately for Rayne, another 1-sided affair. Batting first Rayne 

found the accurate bowling of John Marshall (0-16) and Kevin Wright (2-17) difficult to manoeuvre 

and found themselves 34-3 at the halfway stage. Paul Brazier (18) and Mark Ricket (20*) combined 

to muster 93-5 but that was always going to be tough to defend. And so it proved to be as Dan Smith 

(28*) and Toby Pateman (26*) both reached retirement as the 94 required was knocked off in 7 

overs. Gosfield await them in the next round 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BDICL Junior Cup 

 

Woodham Mortimer Reserves beat University of Essex by Concession 

 

Colchester Cavaliers 115-5 beat Woodham Mortimer III 113-3 by 1 wkt 

 

A shock of sorts in the game of the day as the Cavaliers ended Woodham Mortimer III’s unbeaten 

start to the season. 25* from Nick Goode the only significant contribution from the WM III’s batting 

line up apart from 48 extras with Kaiser Chowdury piling on the pressure early on conceding just 11 

from his 3 overs. 

 

The WM bowling attack were nowhere near as generous and made the Cavaliers work for their runs. 

Early wickets were required and although they managed to remove Dan Young for 3, Dan Smith and 

Simon Gilhooly steadied the ship as both reached retirement. Runs were not coming quickly though 

and 25 were required from the final 2 overs. Gilhooly returned to addd just 1 more before being run 

out and the task of seeing his side over the line fell on the shoulder of Smith who, with a 3 off of the 

final ball of the game, sealed the deal. Woodham Mortimer Reserves will have the chance to avenge 

the defeat of their 3rd team as they face up to the Cavaliers in the second round 

 

High Easter 140-4 beat Boreham 126 -1 by 14 runs 

 

Just 3 points separate these 2 sides in Division 3 so it was hardly a surprise that a close encounter 

was served up again. Matt and Stewart Hills, with 35 and 33 not out respectively, starred with the 

bat for High Easter as they set Boreham 141 to progress to the next round. At the half way stage of 

their reply Boreham were slightly ahead of the rate with 73 on the board but Matt Cook put the 

brakes on with 1-25 as they ended up 14 runs shy and 1 batsman unused. Trevor Money (25*) and 

Ken Greenaway (26*) scoring the bulk of the runs. 

 

Rayne Reserves 161-2 beat Terling 150-4 by 11 runs 

 

The highest scoring game of the day saw the Division 3 side given a scare by their lower league 

opponents and Terling came within a whisker of chasing down 161.Runs were spread evenly 

amongst the Rayne batsmen with everyone reaching double figures and nobody returning from 

retirement. Gary Hughes (26*) and Martin Cutmore (25*) top scoring. 

Terling got off to a flying start with Jagota and Wilding scoring freely early on. However, needing just 

2 to retire Adam Wilding offered up a catch to Jake Manning off the bowling of Mark Rickett and this 

signalled a change in the game. The scoring slowed and wickets began to fall before Rahul Jagota 

and James Atkinson turned the tide again. Unfortunately for Terling they did quite have enough to 

get over the line and come up just short. 55* for Jagota was the high score of the day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Division 2 

 

West Bergholt 123ao beat Braintree College 121-5 by 2 runs 

 

Carrying on the theme of close matches the days only league game saw another unbeaten run ended 

as West Bergholt posted their first of the with victory over 2nd placed Braintree College. The College 

were clearly still feeling in the festive spirit as they sent down 69 extra’s in the Bergholt total of 123-

6, only Peter Sadler really contributing with the willow as he scored 23. The College were always in 

the hunt but lost wickets regularly but Raheel Mehboob was still there and scoring freely. With a Lee 

Parrish over to go 16 were required a single and a 6 from Jafar Gamat brought it down to 9 from 4 

balls but Parrish held his nerve to send down a dot ball before accepting a return catch from Gamat. 

9 from 4 became 9 from 2 and just Mehboob left. the game was as good as won with a dot ball 

before a conciliation 6 from Mehboob to take him to 42* 

 

Full Cup Draw – to be played on February 17th 

 

JC-2 12.30 Woodham Mortimer Reserves v Colchester Cavaliers 

JC-2 13.30 High Easter v Sampfords 

JC-2 14.30 Coggeshall v Braintree College Reserves 

JC-2 15.30 Boxted v Terling or Rayne Reserves 

Cup-2 16.30 Braintree College v West Bergholt 

Cup-2 17.30 Three Fields v Witham 

Cup-2 18.30 Braintree v Braintree Reserves 

Cup-2 19.30 Gosfield v Woodham Mortimer 
 


